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Motivation
Health care has been an important issue in computer
science since the s. In addition to databases stor-
ing patient records, library resources (e.g., PubMed, a
service of the U.S. National Library of Medicine that
includes over  million citations from journals for
biomedical articles back to the s), administrative
and �nancial systems, more sophisticated support of
health care has been the aim of arti�cial intelligence
(AI) from the very beginning on. Starting with expert
systems which abstract laboratory �ndings and other
vital parameters of a patient before they heuristically
classify the patient into one of the modeled diagnoses
(Shortli�e, ), knowledge acquisition was discov-
ered to be the bottleneck of systems for the automatic
medical diagnosis. Machine learning came into play as
a means of knowledge acquisition. Learning rules for
(medical) expert systems focused on the heuristic classi-
�cation step within expert systems. Given conveniently
abstracted measurements of the patient’s state, the clas-
si�cation was learned in terms of rules or 7decision
trees. Since the early days, the use of machine learning
for health care progressed in two ways:

● �e abstraction of measurements of a patient’s vital
parameters is a learning task in its own right. Diverse
kinds of data are to be handled: laboratory data,
online measurements at the bedside, x-rays or other
imaging data, genetic data,... Machine learning is
confronted with a diversity of representations for the
examples.

● Diagnosis is just one task in which physicians are
to be supported. �ere are many more tasks which
machine learning can ease. In intensive care, the
addressee of the learning results can be a machine,
e.g., the respirator. Financing health care and plan-
ning the medical resources (e.g., for a predicted epi-
demia) are yet another important issue. Machine
learning is placed in a diversity of medical tasks.

�e urgent need for sophisticated support of health
care follows from reports which estimate up to ,
deaths in theUSAeach year due tomedical error (Kohn,
Corrigan, & Donaldson, ).

Structure of the Problem
�e overall picture of the medical procedures shows
the kinds of data and how they are entered into the
database of health records (a synonym is “patient
database.”) A monitoring system is given in intensive
care units, which acquires time series fromminutemea-
surements.�e observations at the bedside are entered
manually into the system. �e information from the
hospital is entered via a local area network.�e physi-
cian accesses information from libraries and research
databases (dashed lines). Libraries, research databases,
and biomedical research also in�uence the develop-
ment of guidelines, protocols, and clinical pathways
(dotted lines). Guidelines are rather abstract. Proto-
cols of certain actions are integrated to become a clin-
ical pathway which is a plan of both diagnostic and
therapeutical actions for a typical patient with a spe-
ci�c diagnosis. �e bold arrow shows the intended
high-quality therapy. Guidelines and protocols promote
evidence-based practices, reduce inter-clinician prac-
tice variations and support decision-making in patient
care while constraining the costs of care. Computer-
ized protocols can be generated based on guidelines.
�ey have been proved useful in improving the quality
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and consistency of healthcare but the protocol develop-
ment process is time-consuming (Ten Teije, Lucas, &
Miksch, ). �is is where machine learning o�ers
support. Usually, ontologies (e.g., in description logic)
or other knowledge-based techniques (in medicine-
speci�c formats like the Arden Syntax, GuideLine Inter-
change Format (GLIF), PROforma, Asbru, and EON)
are used to support the development of protocols
(de Clercq, Blomb, Korstenb, &Hasman, ). By con-
trast, machine learning induces the current practices
and their outcome from the health records (Smith, Doc-
tor, Meyer, Kalet & Philips, ). To re�ect such use
of Machine Learning, the bold arrows of the picture
would need to be turned the other way around, proto-
cols are learned from the data or evaluated based on the
data. All (reversed) arrows mark possible applications
of machine learning.

Diversity of Representations
�e overall health record of a patient includes several
types of data, not all of them are digital.

● Laboratory data consist of attributes almost always
with numerical values, sometimes with discrete
ordinal values, sometimes just binary values like
“positive,” “negative.”

● Plain text states anamneses, diagnosis, and observa-
tions. From the text, key words can be transformed
into attributes for machine learning.

● Online measurements at the bedside are time series.
�ey are analyzed in order to �nd level changes
or trends (Gather, Schettlinger, & Fried, ) and
alarm the physician (Sieben & Gather, ). In
order to exploit the time series for further learn-
ing tasks, they o�en are abstracted (e.g., Bellazzi,
Larizza, Magni, & Bellazi ()). Recently, online
measurements from body sensors have raised atten-
tion in the context of monitoring patients at home
(Am� & Tröster, ).

● Sequences can also be considered time series, but the
measurements are not equidistant and not restricted
to numerical values. Examples are data gathered at
doctors’ visits and long-term patient observations.

● X-rays or other imaging data (e.g., ultrasound imag-
ing ormore novelmolecular imaging techniques like
positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance
imaging, or computer tomography) cannot be
analyzed directly by machine learning algorithms.
�ey require the extraction of features. It has been
shown that the adequate extraction of features is
more important than the selection of the best
suited learning algorithm (Mavroforakis, Georgiou,
Dimitropoulos, Cavouras, & �eodoridis, ).
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�e number of extracted features can become quite
large. For instance, from , images of skin lesion,
each  ×  pixels,  features were extracted
in order to detect melanoma using diverse learn-
ing algorithms (Dreiseitl et al., ). Hence, feature
selection is also an important task in medical appli-
cations (Lucaces, Taboada, Albaiceta, Domingues,
Enriques&Bahamonde, ;Withayachumnankul
et al., ). O�en, di�erent techniques are applied
to gather data for the detection of the same dis-
ease. For instance, glaucoma detection uses standard
automated perimetry or scanning laser or Heidel-
berg Retina Tomograph or stratus optical coherence
tomography. It is not yet clear how important the
choice among measurement types (devices) is with
respect to feature extraction and machine learning.

● Tissue and blood: In vitro “data” also belong to
health records. Immediately a�er biopsy or surgery,
the tissue is transferred to the pathology depart-
ment. A�er the pathologist has taken the sample
needed for proper diagnosis, a representative tis-
sue sample will be snap frozen and stored in liq-
uid nitrogen or at −°C. Also blood cells are
stored in a blood bank. From the specimen, the
RNA is extracted and the so-called microarrays of
gene expressions are developed and then scaled.�e
huge prognostic value of gene expression in patients
with breast cancer has been shown by van’t Veer
et al. (). Genome research aims at revealing the
impact of gene regulation and protein expression-
regulation (taking into account the regulation of
protein synthesis, protein ubiquitination, and post-
translational modi�cation) on, e.g., cancer diagnosis
and response to therapies. Machine learning, par-
ticularly clustering, frequent itemset mining, and
classi�cation have been applied successfully (see
7learning from gene expression microarray data).

In addition to patient records, there are knowledge
bases describing particular diseases or computerized
protocols for particular therapies.

Medical Tasks
Diagnosis and Medication

Diagnosis is primarily a classi�cation task. Given the
description of the patient’s state and a set of dis-
eases, the learning algorithm outputs the classi�cation

into one of the classes. If physicians want to inspect
the learned classi�er, logic-based algorithms are pre-
ferred. Decision trees and the conceptual clustering
algorithm AQ were used to diagnose breast cancer
from nine abstracted descriptions like tumor size: −,
− ,⋯, − , −  (Cestnik, Kononenko,&Bratko,
; Michalski, Mozetic, Hong, & Lavrac, ).

7Bayesian methods were used to classify, e.g.,
diseases of the lymph node. Based on the examina-
tion of the extracted tissue, a pathologist enters the
description. �e Bayesian network (BN) outputs not
only just one diagnosis, but the conditional probabili-
ties for the diseases (Heckerman, ). In particular,
diagnosis for rather vague symptoms such as abdomi-
nal pain or lower back pain is well supported by BNs
(McNaught, Cli�ord, Vaughn, Foggs, & Foy, ). BNs
are capable of incorporating given expert knowledge as
priors. In order to combine textbook knowledge with
empirical data, electronic literature was transformed
into priors for BN structures.�en, fromhealth records,
the BNwas learned as amodel of ovarian tumors (Antal,
Fannes, Timmerman, Moreau, & De Moor, ).

7Inductive logic programming (ILP) also allows to
take into account background knowledge.�is was used
for an enhanced learning of medical diagnostic rules
(Lavrac, Dzeroski, Prinat, & Krizman, ).�e iden-
ti�cation of glaucomatous eyes was e�ectively learned
by ILP (Mizoguchi, Ohwada, Daidoji, & Shirato, ).
One advantage of ILP is that the learned logic clauses
can easily be integrated into a knowledge-based system
and, hence, become operational for clinical practice.

Since some tests which deliver information about
the patient’s state can be costly – both, �nancially and in
terms of a risk for the patient –7cost-sensitive learning
may be applied.

Since the error of classifying a patient as ill where
he or she is not (false positives) is less harmful than
classifying a patient as healthy where he or she is not
(false negatives), the evaluation of the learning result
most o�en is used in a biased way. �e evaluation can
be summarized in Table .
Precision is the proportion A

A+B , and recall is the propor-
tion A

A+C . Sensitivity is synonymous to recall. In medi-
cal applications, sensitivity is balanced with respect to
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Evaluation measures

True + False −

Predicted + A B

Predicted − C D

speci�city being the proportion B
B+D (synonym false pos-

itives rate).�e analysis of the Receiver Operator Char-
acteristic (ROC) allows to evaluate learning according
to sensitivity and speci�city (see7ROC analysis).

If not the understandability but only sensitivity
and speci�city are important, numerical learning algo-
rithms are used to classify the patient’s data. In par-
ticular, if the patient’s state is described by numerical
features, no discretization is necessary for numerical
learners as is needed for the logic-based ones. Multi-
layer perceptrons (see 7Neural Networks), 7support
vector machines (SVM), 7mixtures of Gaussians, and
mixture of generalized Gaussian classi�ers were trained
on the numerical data of  normal eyes and  glau-
comatous eyes (Goldbaum et al., ).�e numerical
description of the visual �eld is given by standard auto-
mated threshold perimetry.�e medical standard pro-
cedure to interpret the visual �eld is to derive global
indices.�e authors compared performance of the clas-
si�ers with these global indices, using the area under
theROCcurve. Twohuman expertswere judged against
themachine classi�ers and the global indices by plotting
their sensitivity–speci�city pairs.�e mixture of Gaus-
sian had the greatest area under the ROC curve of the
machine classi�ers, and human experts were not better
at classifying visual �elds than themachine classi�ers or
the global indices.

Other approaches to glaucoma detection use di�er-
ent features describing the patient’s state (Zangwill et al.,
) or other numerical learners, e.g., logistic regres-
sion (Huang, Chen, & Hung, ). For testing the
learning from numerical attributes, the UCI Machine
Learning Repository o�ers the arrhythmia database.
�e aim is to distinguish between the presence and
absence of cardiac arrhythmia and to classify it in one
of the  groups. About  attributes are given,  of
them being numerical ones.

As has been shown in an application to intensive
care, medication can be transformed into a set of classi-
�cation tasks (Morik, Imho�, Brockhausen, Joachims,
& Gather, ). Given measurements of eight vital
signs, a decision is made for each of six drugs, whether
to increase or to decrease it. �is gives a set of clas-
si�cation tasks, which the 7SVM learned. Depending
on the drug, the accuracy ranged from .% with .
standard error to .%with  standard error. Addition-
ally, on  cases, the SVM decision was compared with
an expert’s decisions when confronted with the same
data. In  cases the expert chose the same direction
of change as did the learned decision function. In 
cases the learned decision was equal to the actual ther-
apy. Another set of classi�cation tasks were to decide
every minute whether to increase, decrease, or leave
the doses as it is. Again, each of these classi�ers was
learned by the SVM. From , examples decision func-
tions were learned and tested on  examples. For
training, an unbalanced cost function was used. �e
SVM cost factor for error was chosen according to
C+
C−
=

number of negative examples
number of positive examples .�e results again di�ered

depending on the drug. For adrenaline, % of the test
cases were equally handled by the physician and the
decision function. For adrenaline as well as for dobu-
tamine, only in .% of the test cases the learned rule
recommended the opposite direction of change. Again,
a blind test with an expert showed that the learned
recommendations’ deviation from actual therapy was
comparable to that of the human expert. Combining
the two sets of classi�cations, for each minute and each
patient, the support vector machine’s decision func-
tion outputs a recommendation of treatment (Morik,
Imho�, Brockhausen, Joachims, & Gather, ).

Prognosis and Quality of Care Assessment

Prognosis or outcome prediction is important for the
evaluation of the quality of care provided.�e standard
statistical models use only a small set of covariates and
a score variable, which indicates the severity of the ill-
ness. Machine learning may also rely on the aggregated
score features, but is in addition capable of handling the
features underlying the scores. Given health records of
patients including the therapy, machine learning is to
predict the outcome of care, e.g., classi�es into mor-
tal or surviving cases. �e prediction of breast cancer
survivability has been tested on a very large database
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comparing three learning methods (Delen, Walker, &
Kadam, ).�e results indicated that decision trees
(here: C) result in the best predictor with .% accu-
racy on the holdout sample (this prediction accuracy
is better than any reported in the literature), arti�cial
neural networks came out to be the second with .%
accuracy, and the logistic regressionmodels came out to
be the worst of the three with .% accuracy.

Prediction of survival is a hard task for patients with
serious stroke, because there is a long-term risk a�er
the stay at the hospital. �e scoring schemes (e.g., the
Glasgow coma scale and the Ranking score) are not suf-
�cient for predicting the outcome. In a data situation
where  attributes (or features) were given for only
 patient records, BNs were learned and compared
with a handmade causal network. �e results were
encouraging – as soon asmore electronic health records
become available, the BNswill become closer tomedical
knowledge. Moreover, the discovery of relations on the
basis of empirical datamay enhancemedical knowledge
(Wu, Lucas, Kerr, & Dijkhuisen, ).

Carcinogenesis prediction was performed using ILP
methods. As has become usual with cancer diagnosis
and prognosis, there is a close link with microbiology
(Srinivasan, Muggleton, King, & Sternberg, )(see
Learning from gene expression microarray data).

Prognosis need not be restricted to mortality rates.
In general, it is a means of quality assessment of clini-
cal treatments. For instance, hemodialysis services have
been assessed through temporal datamining by Bellazzi
et al. ().

Finding subgroups of patients with devious reac-
tions to a therapy might lead to a better understanding
of a certain medical process (Atzmueller, Baumeister,
Hensing, Richter, & Puppe, ). While the before
mentioned study aims at an enhanced expert – system
interaction, a Dutch study aims at a more precise mod-
eling of prognoses (Abu-Hanna & Lucas, ). In an
extensive study for eight di�erent hospitals and ,
patients, two di�erent models were combined: one for
determining the subgroups and the other for building a
model for each subgroup. For the prognoses of patients
in an intensive care unit, subgroups have been detected
using decision trees. �e decision tree was trained to
classify patients into the survival class and themortality
class on the basis of the nonaggregated features under-
lying the illness score. �e leaves of the tree become

subgroups. �ese are then used for training a logistic
regression model of mortality based on the aggregated
features.

Verification and Validation

Veri�cation is the process of testing a model against a
speci�cation. In medicine, this o�en means to check
clinical practice against expert protocols, or to check
an actual diagnosis against one derived from textbook
knowledge. Since many logic-based machine learning
algorithms consist of a generalization and a specializa-
tion step, they can be used for veri�cation. Generaliza-
tion delivers rules from clinical data which can then be
compared with given expert rules (protocols). Special-
ization is triggered by facts that contradict a learning
hypothesis. Hence, using an expert rule as hypothesis,
the learning algorithm counts the contradicting clinical
cases and specializes the rule. For an early case study
on veri�cation and rule enhancement see, e.g., (Morik,
Potamias, Moustakis, & Charissis, ). A more recent
study compares a given clinical protocol for intensive
care with actual therapies at another hospital (Scholz,
). Decision trees and association rules have been
learned in order to inspect and enhance the knowledge
base of a web-based teledermatology system (Ou,West,
Lazarescu, & Clay, ). While veri�cation means to
build the system right, validation means to build the
right system. �e borderline between veri�cation and
validation is fuzzy. On the one hand, medical practice
is investigated with respect to the guidelines (veri�ca-
tion), on the other hand, the guidelines are enhanced
on the basis of medical practice (validation).

Moreover, learned models can be veri�ed with
respect to expert knowledge and validated with respect
to clinical practice. A study on the hemodynamic mon-
itoring of the critically ill integrated machine learning
into a knowledge-based approach to evidence-based
medicine. A knowledge base on drug e�ects was veri-
�ed using patient records. Only % of the observations
showed vital signs of patients in the opposite direction
than predicted by the knowledge base.�en, the knowl-
edge base was used to validate therapeutical interven-
tions proposed by a learned model. Accuracy measures
of a model only re�ect how well the learning result �ts
actual behavior of the physician and not how well it
�ts the “gold standard.” Hence, a proposed interven-
tion should be validated with respect to its e�ects on
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the patient. If the known e�ects push vital signs in
the direction of the desired value range, the recom-
mendation is considered sound, otherwise it is rejected.
Using past data, the learned model was found to rec-
ommend an intervention with the desired e�ects in %
of the cases (Morik, Joachims, Imho�, Brockhausen, &
Rüping, ).

Intelligent Search in Medical Literature

Intelligent search in the overwhelming number of
research publications supplies the information when
it is needed. ILP has been successfully put to use for
�nding relevant medical documents (Dimec, Dze-
roski, Todorovski, & Hristovski, ). Also the intel-
ligent search in clinical free-text guidelines is an issue
(Moskovitch et al., ).�e techniques for text cate-
gorization can be applied to medical texts in the usual
way. If the search engine not only labels the overall doc-
ument but, in addition, phrases within it, the search
could becomemore focused and also deliver paragraphs
instead of complete texts.�e biomedical challenge for
named entity recognition requires the automatic extrac-
tion and classi�cation of words referring to DNA, RNA,
proteins, cell types, and cell lines from texts (Kim, Ohta,
Tsuruoka, Tateisi, & Collier, ). Even more di�-
cult is the discovery of medical knowledge from texts
(Sanchez & Moreno, ).

Epidemiology and Outbreak Detection

Understanding the transmission of infectious dis-
eases and forecasting epidemics is an important task,
since infections are distributed globally. Statistical
approaches to spatio-temporal analysis of scan data are
regularly used. �ere, a grid partitions the map into
regions where occurrences of the disease are shown
as points. “Hot spot” partitions are those of high den-
sity. By contrast, clustering detects hot spot regions
depending on the data, hence, the shape of regions
is �exible. Taking into account the a priori density of
the population, a risk-adjusted nearest neighbor hier-
archical clustering discovers “hot spot” regions. Also
a risk-adjusted support vector machine with Gaussian
kernel has successfully been applied to the problem of
detecting regions with infectious disease outbreak.�e
discovery of hot spot regions can be exploited for pre-
dicting virus activity, if an indicator is known which

can easily be observed. For instance, dead crows indi-
cate activity of the West Nile virus. An overview of
infectious disease informatics is given by (Zeng, Chen,
Lynch, Eidson, & Gotham, ).

Machine learning can also contribute to the under-
standing of the transmission of infectious diseases.
A case study on tuberculosis epidemiology uses BNs
to identify the distribution of tuberculosis patient
attributes.�e learning results captured the known sta-
tistical relationships. A relational model learned from
the database directly using structured statistical mod-
els revealed several novel associations (Getoor, Rhee,
Koller, & Small, ).

Cross References
7Classi�cation
7Classi�er Systems
7Cost-Sensitive Learning and the Class Imbalance
Problem

7Decision Trees
7Feature Selection
7Inductive Logic Programming
7ROC Analysis
7Support Vector Machine
7Time Series
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